As the Journal of Glacial Archaeology publishes its fifth volume, we also find ourselves observing the thirty-year anniversary of the discovery of the iceman Ötzi (the Tisenjoch iceman). Although artifacts were reported melting from ancient ice for many decades prior to the iceman’s emergence from a glacier in the Tyrolean Alps, his discovery captured the imagination of the press, the public, and researchers around the world. Found protruding from the ice on the alpine border of Italy and Austria in fall of 1991, his discovery was a watershed moment in the archaeological research of glaciers and ice patches. Analysis of his remains, clothing, and tools underscored the international and interdisciplinary importance of glacial archaeology. This landmark discovery continues to reveal the detailed and personal aspects of his life and death and illustrates to people around the globe that climate change is real. In the years since, glacial archaeology has crystallized into a scientific subdiscipline with important implications for the modern world.

The accelerating impacts of global warming continue to exhume fragile, important frozen materials from the world’s high altitude and high latitude environments. As a consequence, melting ice and the traces of the ancient world continue to emerge, and glacial archaeologists have applied increasingly sophisticated scientific methods to locate, analyze, and interpret these unique sites. The discipline has grown from responding to finds as one-of-a-kind, happenstance discoveries to a more holistic international approach rooted in interdisciplinary science. The papers in this volume showcase the growing recognition of glaciers and ice patches as important archives of cultural and biological knowledge that provide new and significant insights into the deep past.
In the spirit of the international awakening following the Tisenjoch iceman’s discovery, a contribution by Junkmanns and colleagues in this issue of JGA reveals new and detailed aspects of previously unknown organic material culture. This meticulous analysis of a composite bow case made of birch bark, rawhide, and other perishable materials provides the first tangible example of this type of technology in a Neolithic archaeological context. The object’s stunning preservation enables the authors to reconstruct the technology and techniques used in its manufacture. This discovery, and many others from ice patches over the past decades, fill crucial gaps in our understanding of perishable material culture. In contrast, the manuscript by Labelle et al. (this volume) highlights the equally significant role of mountain ice as repositories of ancient biological information in Colorado’s Rocky Mountains. Their analysis of these sites reveals use of high-altitude zones containing perennial ice by animals known to be human prey including bighorn sheep, elk, deer, and bison. Macrofossils such as frozen trees document ecological changes in timberline elevation in response to past climate changes. The dual role of ice patches as repositories for artifacts and paleoecological records demonstrate that ice patch research occupies a central role for understanding past human-environmental interactions.

Glacial archaeology has increased in geographic scope and employed new research methods and emerging technologies, as showcased by the contributions in this volume. Ackermann and colleagues add to a growing analytical toolkit for glacial archaeology, experimenting with the use of geophysics and ground penetrating radar to better understand the landscape and stratigraphy of significant ice patches in the region of North America’s Yellowstone National Park. Meanwhile, Caspari (this volume) draws attention the growing importance of remote sensing in glacial and ice patch archaeology research designs, as satellite imagery improves in both resolution and coverage across remote environments.

Following the international publicity surrounding the iceman’s discovery, glacial archaeology research has increased in alpine Europe and high-latitude or high-altitude zones on nearly every continent. Important organic artifact discoveries and archaeological and environmental research projects are now ongoing in Scandinavia, the Siberian Arctic, Alaska, the Canadian Arctic and Subarctic, Greenland, North America’s Rocky Mountains, and the South American Andes. Clark et al. (this volume) articulate the significance of glacial archaeology and other frozen heritage in the mountains and steppes of Mongolia, where organic materials from the ice fill important gaps in the archaeological record.

Continued climate warming requires researchers, indigenous people, resource managers, and heritage specialists to recognize the urgent need for action and sustained archaeological and preservation efforts. LaBelle and colleagues (this volume) found that in the space of a decade, many promising ice patches previously identified as research targets had melted completely before they could be surveyed. Similar observations have confirmed the disappearance of these important sites in many other areas throughout the world. In some regions, mountain ice may hold the only hope to understand ancient social and environmental changes that shaped our past and our present. Without fieldwork, the surviving scientific datasets may be forever
lost. In coming years JGA will face the challenge in the effort to preserve these unique records by providing a venue for reporting these discoveries and sharing new concepts to encourage high-caliber scientific research and important heritage values that increase understanding of the past and our future in a melting world.
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